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Executive Summary 
 
The Australian Services Union (ASU) is one of the largest unions in Australia and represents approximately 120,000 
members. As the union representing local government workers, the ASU Victorian and Tasmanian Authorities and Services 
Branch is proud to represent municipal building surveyors and building surveying services staff. 
 
Municipal building surveying services perform a critical function in our community. By ensuring buildings within their local 
government areas are safe and in compliance with relevant statutory requirements and codes, municipal building 
surveying services staff ensure the safety of our community. 
 
The importance of this work has tragically been highlighted through fatalities connected to combustible cladding, balcony 
collapses, high risk waste and recycling premises fires, leaky buildings, fatal Boarding House fires and drownings 
connected to non-compliant pool safety fencing. 
 
In early April 2022 a group of ASU members employed in municipal building surveying services began meeting to discuss 
common issues and concerns across Victoria. It was instantly clear that continuous legislative changes over recent years 
coupled with inadequate staffing levels and a critical shortage of building surveyors and building inspectors in Victoria has 
led to major issues in the sector:  

 Understaffing and high levels of work-related stress 
 Councils not meeting their legislative obligations; and 
 Misalignment between government and community expectations, the capacity of councils to deliver, and the 

critical role of building surveying services. 

These problems have been exacerbated by legacy issues relating to the (partial) privatisation of the municipal building 
surveying and building permit industry in the 1990s, and also a lack of investment in the training, development, 
credentialling and retention of qualified and competent building surveyors. We welcome the initiative of the Victorian 
Government’s Women Building Surveyors program, but note that many participants have experienced difficulty accessing 
the required training courses, and much more investment is needed to fix the overall problem. 
 
The voices of municipal building surveying services workers are not being heard. We fear that without significant change, 
it is only a matter of time before these problems are manifested in tragic and preventable loss of life and a collapse of the 
sector. 
 
Our workplace survey identifies clear problems within the sector. Through extensive engagement with our members we 
have made a number of recommendations that we believe will solve these problems, and therefore also ensure the safety 
of our community. 
 
We are grateful for the assistance and support of the Victorian Municipal Building Surveyors Group (VMBSG) in assisting 
with the conduct of this survey, and hope to continue this close working relationship to achieve important – and 
desperately needed – change. 
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Key Results 
 
 92 per cent of respondents indicated that legal and statutory requirements have increased  

 
 99 per cent of respondents indicated that community expectations and demands have increased 

 
 74 per cent of respondents indicated that resources available to municipal building surveying services departments 

have decreased 
 

 84 per cent of respondents indicated the situation is getting worse, compared to just 4 per cent who say the situation 
is getting better 
 

 Over 85 per cent of respondents disclosed their council only ‘sometimes’ or ‘infrequently’ meets its legally required 
obligations and timeframes, compared to just 6 per cent who identified their council ‘always’ meets its legal 
obligations 
 

 The survey respondents also described the level of risk this causes to the community (on a scale of 1 to 10): 
o 21 per cent indicated a “low” risk of between 1 and 3 
o 37.5 per cent indicated a “moderate” risk of between 4 and 6 
o 41 per cent indicated a “high” risk of between 7 and 10 

 
 More than 72 per cent of respondents rated their workload above 7, and almost one third (32.9 per cent) rated their 

workload as either a 9 or 10 (out of 10) 
 

 86 per cent of respondents indicated their workloads are becoming worse. Not one single respondent indicated their 
workload situation is improving. 
 

 46 per cent of respondents rated their level of workplace stress above 8 (out of 10) 
 

 More than 91 per cent of respondents advised their work is becoming more stressful, with 51 per cent stating their 
work is ‘becoming far more stressful’. Not one single respondent advised their level of workplace stress is improving. 

 
 More than 58 per cent of respondents indicated that work negatively impacts their mental health, compared to just 

12 per cent who indicated that work positively impacts their mental health 
 

 72.9 per cent of respondents have reported concerns about workloads, work-related stress and/or mental health and 
wellbeing to their management –  

o Only 26.7 per cent experienced positive changes as a result 
o 73.2 per cent advised that reporting their concerns did not lead to any positive changes or improvements 
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Recommendations 
 
Based on the results of our workplace survey, and following consultation with members employed in municipal building 
surveying services, the ASU recommends that –  
 

1. The Victorian Government mandate that all councils establish a Municipal Building Control Plan 
 
There is currently no requirement for councils to develop and evaluate a Municipal Building Control Plan, which 
leads to lack of business/service planning, lack of responsiveness to emergencies, poor service delivery and 
significant strain on the system. 

 
We note that councils have legislated requirements to developed numerous plans, including (but not limited to) a 
Road Management Plan, Environmental Health Plan, Emergency Management Plan, and a Workforce Plan. 

 
We believe that the absence of a Municipal Building Control Plan is a significant gap for local governments, 
leading to unnecessary risks, inadequate resourcing and insufficient funding. Therefore, a Municipal Building 
Control Plan would: 

 Identify risks, establish minimum service delivery standards and quantify service delivery requirements 
 Dedicate adequate resources to deliver on building control requirements and obligations; and 
 Secure necessary funding. 

 
The ASU and our members in building control services are seeking reform of this sector to institute a requirement 
for councils to develop Municipal Building Control Plans as the foundation of a safe, functional and sustainable 
building control services sector. 
 

2. The Victorian Government establish a dedicated funding model for the sustainable operation of municipal 
building surveying services 
 
Municipal building surveying services does not have a dedicated funding model/revenue stream to support a 
sustainable system, as, for instance, the Victorian Building Authority and the planning system does. 

 
We note that the Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) and the Victorian Municipal Building Surveyors’ Group 
(VMBSG) have previously advocated for a dedicated funding model for building control services. The ASU joins 
with them. 

 
The building control and permit system acknowledges the need for a funding model/revenue stream through the 
building permit levy, however, these monies go directly to the Victorian Building Authority, despite the fact that 
the majority of the work carried out is completed by municipal building surveying services departments.  
 
There is also no current revenue stream from the private sector into councils. This is a major shortcoming of the 
system, and should be addressed as a matter of urgency, as (already stretched) municipal building surveying 
services departments increasingly have to deal with the problem of dangerous and non-complying buildings, 
orphaned building permits and the like. 

 
Without a dedicated funding/revenue stream building surveying services and building control is subject to the 
normal flux of council operational budgets, and, as rate capping has starved councils of funding so too have 
building surveying services departments been squeezed. We are aware of numerous councils that are currently 
not meeting their legislative requirements and statutory service delivery standards and timeframes because they 
simply don’t have the resources to meet their obligations. 

 
The essential task of building control must be recognised with a dedicated funding/revenue stream for municipal 
building surveying services. 
 

3. The Minister for Planning establish a municipal building control reference group 

Our workplace survey has identified myriad problems affecting the operation and effectiveness of Victoria’s 
building control system. 
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As the tragic examples of combustible cladding, balcony collapse, building fires, leaky buildings, and pool 
drownings have highlighted, the Victorian community requires and deserves a rigorous and effective building 
control system, and municipal building surveying services is at the heart of that system. 
 
Significant reform is needed to ensure the safety of the Victorian community. We note that the Victorian 
Government is currently conducting an extensive Building System Review, however, we do not accept that these 
issues can wait. We also believe that, notwithstanding the outcomes of that review, there will be a need for an 
effective forum to monitor the system and provide advice to the Minister on an ongoing basis. 
 
We therefore recommend that the Minister for Planning establish a reference group comprising the Victorian 
Government representatives, the Municipal Association of Victoria and the ASU to make recommendations to the 
Minister regarding issues in the municipal building control industry. 
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Summary of Results 
 
Who completed our survey? 
 
Our survey was circulated to members working in Municipal Building Surveying Services departments across Victoria. 
Responses were received from 44 councils, representing over 55 per cent of Victorian local government workplaces. 
 
In general, how do you find your current working situation? 
 

 
 
 
Survey respondents were mixed on their current working situation, with 44 per cent of workers providing a positive 
response and 39 per cent providing a negative response. 
 
This response was essentially replicated when respondents were asked to rate their current job satisfaction between 1 
and 10. 
 
Based on your experience, how would you describe the situation in municipal building surveying services? 
 

 
 

 
In contrast to the previous answer, respondents were almost unanimous in their assessment of the current situation in 
municipal building surveying services – 84 per cent describing the situation as ‘getting worse’, and only 4 per cent saying 
the situation is getting better. 
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Municipal Building Surveying Services Over Time 
 
Survey respondents were asked whether the following variables had increased or decreased over time: 

 Legal and statutory requirements on council building surveying departments 
 Community expectations and demands 
 Resources required for council building surveying departments to adequately perform functions 
 Resources available (including personnel, skills and any other resources required to adequately perform 

functions) 

 

 
 
The responses received illuminate why 84 per cent of respondents would describe the current situation as ‘getting worse’: 

 92 per cent indicated that legal and statutory requirements had increased over time 
 99 per cent indicated that community expectations and demands had increased over time; and yet 
 74 per cent indicated that resources available to municipal building surveying services departments have 

decreased over time. 

 
In your professional opinion, how often is Council meeting all legally required obligations and timeframes? 
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Over 85 per cent of respondents disclosed that their council only ‘sometimes’ or ‘infrequently’ meets its legally required 
obligations and timeframes. Only 6 per cent identified their council ‘always’ meets its legal obligations. 
 
In your professional opinion, how well is your Council delivering on its service obligations to the community (where 10 
means 'Fantastic - couldn't be better' and 1 means 'We are not adequately serving the community’) 
 

 
 
Survey respondents generally felt that their Employer is delivering adequately or reasonably well on its service obligations 
to the community, with 51.8 per cent rating their Council between 5 and 7. 
 
However, 40 per cent of survey respondents felt their Employer is delivering on its service obligations to the community 
poorly; rating Council below 4 (and just under one third – 32 per cent – rating between 1 and 3). 
 
By proportion, the numbers receiving the highest responses were 5 (22.2 per cent), 7 (16 per cent) and 3 (14.8 per cent). 
Small percentages of respondents rated their Employer highly, with 4.9 per cent rating 8 and 2.5 per cent rating 9. No 
respondents rated their Employer a 10. 
 
How would you describe the current level of risk to the community (where 10 means ‘Extremely high/imminent’ and 1 
means ‘No risk at all’)  
 

 
 

 21 per cent of respondents indicated a “low” risk of between 1 and 3 
 37.5 per cent of respondents indicated a “moderate” risk of between 4 and 6 
 41 per cent of respondents indicated a “high” risk of between 7 and 10 
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In your professional opinion, how many additional people would be required to ensure your Council meets its 
obligations and the community is protected? 
 
The overwhelming majority (74 per cent) of respondents indicated that between 2 and 5 additional employees would be 
required in their workplace to ensure that council meets its obligations and the community is protected. 
 
Are there any other comments you would like to make about the role of municipal building surveying services? 
 
 Most councils don't adequately resource or pay for Building Surveyors and staff. Building Surveying 

deals with life safety but yet Town Planning always seems to have more resources and more 
money.The State Government also adds to the requirements for Council Building Departments, 
even with the understanding that resources are not available. Further thoughts and efforts need to 
be made to encourage people into the industry, keep them in the industry and ensure training is 
better than it currently is. 

 
 The complexity of the role is also increasing - legislation, insurance, qualifications & registration, 

recruiting, risk assessment, community & management expectations, budgets etc 

 
 This council is reasonably well resourced, but council building surveyors do not have the same 

immunity as the VBA, there are not enough practitioners to meet demand & the State Government 
is cost/resource shifting to councils - mainly because the Building Act does not address all the 
problems resulting from privatising the building permits, orphaned permits, cladding, etc. The VBA 
simply does not carry out all the functions it is legally required to, e.g., administer notice & orders 
issued by private building surveyors's 

 
 The on going changes and additional requirements due to legislation amendments has significantly 

increased the work load of the building teams in Victoria. Pool legislation created a lot of work and 
council resources were reduced rather than increased. No full time MBS for 18 Months during new 
legislation changes, and lack of replacing administration staff.   

 Resources are declining rapidly in both technical officers and administration and the existing staff 
members are burdened and stressed by the increase of work as a result, particularly in areas such 
as pool safety due to the new legislation recently implemented to the industry. Enquiries and 
complaints to Council keep increasing and Councils are unable to find experienced staff to fill the 
vacancies, furthermore Councils are constantly holding off readvertising certain positions to save 
on money which directly impacts the staff. Some positions have become redundant meaning that 
staff have to do more with less. 

 
 We are doing what we can - Council is having to pick up all the small jobs that the private 

surveyors do not want to deal with in the current busy climate (retaining walls in particular). There 
are insufficient private pool inspectors in the area and this has added a further burden on Council. 
We do not have the resources to follow up with the number of illegal tiny houses, people living in 
sheds and pools and these represent the greatest risk. 

 
 More thought and money needs to be put to improve IT systems and perhaps standardise them 

across Councils so we are all operating the same way.  Without resourcing this service properly, 
statutory obligations and community safety is at risk.  

 
 The community is so demanding on Council to action everything. Currently the resources are not 

available to undertake/complete any function to an acceptable/expected level. 
 
 Critical to public safety, child safety and maintaining a valuable and safe built environment  
 Municipal Building Surveying Services should be widened to incorporate more of a compliance role 

to ensure building and construction works meet the minimum requirements of the Building Act. The 
VBA has demonstrated a profound inability to understand or regulate the industry to any 
acceptable standard. The private certification and inspection system currently in place requires 
immediate and substantial overhaul, and Municipal Building Surveying Services can and should 
play an important role in providing a better, more accountable system of regulatory control. 

 
 Currently we do not have an employee MBS only a contractor working [part time] and not getting 

through his work-load. He and I are the only staff looking after [a large] Shire area. We have been 
decimated by bushfires recently and received no additional staff to attend to the tripling of building 
applications. This regional area is booming at the moment so our work-load has increased on top 
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of the bushfire recovery. We currently have no manager who left months ago and his job has not 
even been advertised. Help!  

 
 A revision of IT supports for MBS services, data entry of Building Permits etc. is desperately 

needed   
 Currently Council is unable to hold onto an MBS full time as they don't pay them what they are 

worth. When you are trying to cram a full-time role into 2-3 days it means things get missed, 
delayed, not actioned and not followed up. This puts extra pressure on other staff including Admin 
and definitely puts the public at risk.  

 
 At my Council the resourcing and support from management is good but I get the impression that 

this is not common. 

 
 There is a lack of qualified staff that are registered to carry out Building Surveying functions.  

Support staff are under paid for the amount of work that they are required to undertake in 
comparison to other roles within Council.  

 
 The issue is a lack of Building Surveyors in the industry. It takes years of experience and training to 

become fully competent and there simply isn't enough surveyors to fulfill the requirements. It's not 
necessarily the requirements of the legislation being the problem, it is the lack of good competent 
people to complete the works. This is true in both private and council sectors 

 
Please rate your current workload between 1 and 10 (where 10 means ‘Completely unmanageable and impossible to 
achieve’ and 1 means ‘I have no problems with workload’) 
 

 
 
More than 72 per cent of respondents rated their workload above 7, and almost one third (32.9 per cent) rated their 
workload as either a 9 or 10. 
 
Workload Over Time 
 
Survey respondents were asked whether their workload is becoming: 

a) Becoming completely unmanageable 
b) A little more unmanageable 
c) Remaining about the same 
d) A little easier to manage 
e) Far easier to manage 
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Alarmingly, more than 86 per cent of respondents indicated this situation is becoming worse over time. Not one single 
respondent indicated that the situation was getting better. 
 
Please rate your current level of workplace stress between 1 and 10 (where 10 means 'Unreasonable or unsustainable 
levels of stress' and 1 means 'not at all stressful') 
 

 
 
46 per cent of respondents rated their level of workplace stress as 8 or above 
 
Workplace Stress Over Time 
 
Survey respondents were asked whether their work is becoming: 

a) Far more stressful 
b) A little more stressful 
c) Remaining about the same 
d) A little less stressful 
e) Far less stressful 
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More than 91 per cent of respondents advised their work is becoming more stressful over time, with 51 per cent stating 
their work is becoming far more stressful. 
 
Not one single respondent advised that their level of workplace stress is improving. 
 
On average, how often do you complete your daily or weekly tasks within normal working hours? 
 

 
 
More than 70 per cent of respondents advised they either ‘infrequently’ or ‘never’ complete their daily or weekly tasks 
within normal working hours. Just 5 per cent advised they always complete their tasks in normal working hours. 
 
On average, how often do you take your regular meal and rest breaks? 
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58 per cent of respondents advised they either ‘infrequently’ or ‘never’ take their regular meal and rest breaks.  
 
How often do you work beyond your ordinary/normal working hours? 

 

 
 

62 per cent of respondents reported they ‘always’ (25.3 per cent) or ‘regularly’ (36.7 per cent) work beyond their 
ordinary/normal working hours. 
 
If you work beyond your ordinary/normal working hours, how often is this overtime unpaid? 

How often do you take your regular meal and 
rest breaks?

Always Regularly Infrequently Never

How often do you work beyond your 
ordinary/normal working hours?

Always Regularly Infrequently Never
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The overwhelming majority of the overtime worked by staff in municipal building surveying services is unpaid. 61 per cent 
of respondents stated that their overtime hours are either ‘always’ (47 per cent) or ‘regularly’ (14 per cent) unpaid. 
 
Just one-in-five respondents (20.3 per cent) reported they never work unpaid overtime.  
 
If you are regularly working unpaid overtime, how many extra hours would you average in a fortnight? 
 

 
 
Of those staff who regularly work unpaid overtime, more than 56% reported working anywhere between 2 and 10 
additional hours each fortnight on a regular basis. 
 
How would you rate your current mental health and wellbeing between 1 and 10 (where 10 means 'Great’ and 1 means 
'I am at risk of a mental injury') 
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27 per cent of respondents rated their mental health poorly (between 1 and 4), with more than 5 per cent identifying they 
are at risk of mental injury. 
 
More than 41 per cent of respondents rated their mental health positively, and 31 per cent rated their mental health 
average/neutral. 
 
Please describe your current state of mental health and what factors you believe are impacting your mental health 
(either positively or negatively) 
 
 Mentally in a fragile state of flux and trying to balance stress from all stakeholders, so it feels a bit 

like running along the edge of a cliff. We are perpetually understaffed and under-resourced, 
together with rising workload and increased expectations of municipal responsibility from public 
members, the pay grade does not match the duties and tasks performed! 

 
 Don't always sleep well, inability to switch off because of workload.  

 
 Insomnia lying awake all hours of the night thinking of work issues  
 I’m a positive person but it is very stressful  
 
 As MBS there is a constant pressure to deal with life threatening issues which you take home with 

you: “Have I done enough to protect Council? My position? The community?” 
 
 Constant stress of a never-ending workload and additional expectations. I feel supported by my 

team but they can't do anything about helping as they are all in the same position. Management 
don't appear to be doing anything about providing additional resources due to a freeze on new 
positions for additional staff. 

 
 Burn out with work loads. Lack of resources and qualified registered practitioners and community 

expectations. VBA pressures and potential changes to legislation putting more workload on 
councils   

 The expectation/demand from the those who do not understand the regulatory process. The 
expectation that Council staff have to be always be there for the community (cannot say no) and 
solve everything, even when it is not within Council jurisdiction.  Expected to get involved even 
when it is not within our jurisdiction, just to appease the community. 

 
 Mental health varies from OK to bad and can change each day depending what arrives on my 

desk. Responsibility to fulfill Councils legal requirements rests with me, yet Council will not provide 
me the additional staff that I need to fulfill my obligations.   

 The sadness of the disaster events in our area, the pandemic and the isolation and fear of being 
sick from a COVID variant of the disease. The relentless work load and customer aggression as 
they are also under their own stress events to list some  

 
To what extent would you say that your work impacts your mental health? 
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More than 58 per cent of respondents reported that work negatively impacts their mental health. 
 
29 per cent reported that work is neither positive nor negative impacts on their mental health. 
 
Just 12 per cent of respondents stated that work positively impacts their mental health. 
 
To what extent would you say that you are supported in your workplace? 
 

 
 
Survey respondents were fairly evenly mixed to the extent they feel supported in the workplace, with a slightly greater 
proportion (45.9 per cent) indicating they were we adequately supported. 
 
It is still concerning that nearly one third (32.4 per cent) of respondents are not adequately supported in the workplace, 
with approximately 5 per cent indicating they are ‘completely unsupported’. 
 
Do you believe that current measures in your workplace to protect your mental health and wellbeing are adequate? 
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A significant majority (55 per cent) of respondents do not believe that current measures to protect mental health and 
wellbeing are adequate. 
 
If you answered ‘no’ to the previous question, what needs to be done to ensure your mental health and wellbeing is 
protected? 
 
 The external stress is not come from the actual work, but more from the field, i.e the stress under 

current Building Act and VBA.  

 
 Better resources to provide an effective framework for managing workload, eg. accessible 

information to assist public, training & mentoring capabilities, adequate staff levels that are 
sustainable in the long term. 

 
 Acknowledgement that additional responsibilities have been given to Council (ie. cladding & pool 

register) and we have not received additional staff to accommodate this. Existing staff have been 
stretched to the limit. Some support in this area and additional resources would relieve the stress 
on staff and allow staff to have a manageable workload 

 
 While Council has EAP and makes noises about protecting mental health, without additional 

staffing to address workloads we cannot take leave without coming back to a mess so we really are 
not having sufficient downtime. 

 
 Provide additional staffing resources.  Educate managers on what an "Authorised person" is under 

the Building Act and what our responsibilities are and that when we request things (such as search 
warrants) to enable us to do our job/duty that they do not obstruct this as it is an offence under 
S.244 when they do. We are registered practitioners, we are the authorised persons, we are the 
only ones who are legally permitted to make these decisions, we are the only ones who are legally 
permitted to undertake a power of entry and we are the only ones who are legally permitted to 
commence the required enforcement under Part 8 of the Act - we should not need to have to get 
'clearance' or 'approval' from low level managers in order to perform our legislated duty as 
authorised persons! 

 
 The ability to take time off work and not find that you are returning back to a back-log of jobs 

allocated to you and unhappy customers because your jobs were not actioned. The fact that if you 
go on leave one knows their fellow team has a greater load and less help with their needs to 
complete their jobs. Knowing that if you take leave there is no one to do your job as they are 
attempting to manage their work load as it is already let alone taking on any other additional 
persons work / jobs 

 
 Generally each staff member completes particular tasks, so if we require a break/take leave for our 

own health, we generally return to a greater workload as things remain creating a more stressful 
situation than before taking leave. We did have another building surveyor who left (in March 2020) 
and was never replaced, who would step in to take on work when staff go on leave.  

Yes No
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How do you feel about the future of your work? 
 

 
 
A larger proportion of respondents feel negatively about the future of their work (35.1 per cent), than feel positively (24.1 
per cent). 
 
Are there any other comments you would like to make about mental health and wellbeing? 
 
 Need acknowledgement and support 

 
 Considering retirement earlier than I should 

 
 Help!  
 I've worked very hard to improve my mental health over the last 6-9 months but I firmly believe that 

if something doesn't happen to improve the MBS Services area that for my own health I would 
need to leave the industry. I'm also concerned after speaking to several people from other MBS 
Service areas in council that if this industry doesn't take mental health seriously that they may see 
an increase in people committing suicide and leaving the industry for good.   

 My mental health issues stem from working at another Council that did not respect the function of 
the MBS and does not employ a full time MBS currently.  

 I find myself getting teary or I feel my emotions move when thinking about this topic - the constant 
fear of abuse or being accused of personal attack on a community member because of our 
enforcement action. Thinking of the tree and storm damage and how trees fell into houses, just 
missing beds, and ripping whole parts of houses apart with people / families inside and the fear and 
loss they may have experienced. Being seen as the bad person / council / government official year 
in year out   

 
Have you ever reported concerns about workloads, work-related stress or mental health and wellbeing to your 
management? 
 

Great Fair Neutral Poor Terrible
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Nearly three-quarters (72.9 per cent) of respondents have reported concerns about workloads, work-related stress or 
mental health and wellbeing to their management. 
 
Just one-in-four (26.7 per cent) experienced positive changes as a result.  
 
For the overwhelming majority (73.2 per cent) reporting their concerns did not lead to any positive changes or 
improvements to their working conditions. 
 
Is there any other information you would like to provide as part of this survey? 

 
 Municipal Building Surveyors are not well resourced because generally they are seen as Councils’ 

problem child when taking costly enforcement action on illegal building work. Council doesn't get 
credit or paid for this work.  

 
 The VBA and Government keep bringing in more legislative requirements without any 

consideration for rural areas. We have a lower rate base and have to justify any staffing increases 
and do not have the ability to pay the going rate. The requirement for a BS-U as a MBS just creates 
a financial burden and reduces our opportunity to hire other inspectors. We cannot compete with 
the wages achieved by a BS-U in private industry. Our employment pool is reduced and we are 
asking them to travel big distances - sometimes to just view a hole in the ground - with even more 
mandatory inspections being proposed.  

 Building inspectors within private industry face even more challenging situations undertaking their 
duties. Private building surveyors usually do not fully support the inspectors as they (surveyors) 
see the regulation role as a threat to ongoing profitability. It does them no good at all to require 
their clients to fix / upgrade building work or lift their standards. In fact they see this as bad for 
business and a good way to loose clients / future income. This creates a very hostile situation and 
is the main reason Building Inspectors are leaving the industry and/or becoming contractors to 
enable them to choose better clients. The Council system provides better protection for the mental 
health and wellbeing of inspectors but due to overwhelming workloads and inappropriate salaries it 
is difficult to operate in this setting as anything other than a contractor. With better staffing levels 
and support the council system of regulation would be the better way to go.  
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